HMS Software
Specializing in enterprise timesheet and enterprise
project management systems since 1984
HMS Software, a division of Heuristic Management Systems Inc., is a wholly Canadian-owned
company headquartered in Montreal with additional offices in Toronto, Canada. HMS was
formed in 1984 to service the needs of
organizations seeking enterprise project
and enterprise timesheet systems. The
company is known internationally as a
source of project management and
timesheet expertise. HMS is committed to
the efficiency of its clients.
HMS is the publisher and the developer of
TimeControl®, a highly flexible multipurpose timesheet system designed to
service the needs of many aspects of an
organization simultaneously. The
TimeControl timesheet is able to support
requirements from Finance, Human
Resources, Payroll and Project Management at the same time where a single timesheet
interface for entry and a single source of auditable timesheet data can be used for these
multiple purposes at the same time. TimeControl is available both as a subscription online and
for purchase for an on-premise deployment.
HMS’s expertise includes both enterprise system development and implementation and
integration services. From our modest beginnings deploying project management systems, we
have focused on applying the most skilled and knowledgeable technical staff to the challenges
we have taken on. We have worked with organizations as small as 20 employees to
organizations with hundreds of thousands of employees.
HMS has had experience with many of the industry’s most popular project management and
project cost control systems. HMS is a certified Microsoft partner with Microsoft’s Enterprise
Project and Portfolio Management competency. HMS was recognized by Microsoft as a First to
Market partner for its work integrating TimeControl and Microsoft Project Server. HMS is an
Oracle Gold Partner thanks to our work integrating TimeControl with Oracle-Primavera as well
as numerous other Oracle Technologies. We also have partnered with Deltek, BrightWork,
InEight, ARES PRISM and others.
HMS Software's client list reads like a who's who of business. It includes Aegion, CANAM,
CAE, the City of Montreal, Electromotive Diesel, EXFO, Foster Wheeler, Kelly Services, the
Government of Quebec, Pontoon Solutions, Reebok-CCM, Rolls Royce, Sandoz, SEFA, Volvo
Novabus, Zoetis, and hundreds of others.
HMS Software
189 Hymus, Suite 402
Pointe Claire, QC H9R 1E9
Tel: +1 (514) 695-8122

www.hms.ca

HMS Software Overview
Skills
HMS started as a supplier of Enterprise Project
Management and Enterprise Timesheet
systems and then shifted to being a publisher
of TimeControl in 1994. That focus ensured
that our expertise in project control and project
finance systems was extensive and had us
establish skills in enterprise system
development and design, process and
documentation, and integration with other
systems.

Experience
HMS Software’s clients have all been mid to
large sized organizations in both the private
and public sectors. Our system deployments
have been for organizations as small as 50
employees and as large as hundreds of
thousands of employees. Given TimeControl’s
superiority in project controls, HMS is often
asked to integrate with a range of project
management systems and we have developed
our own expertise in project systems such as
Microsoft Project, Project Server and Project
Online, Oracle Primavera, Deltek’s EPM suite,
ARES PRISM, Ineight’s HardDollar, JIRA,
BrightWork, SharePoint and others. Our
knowledge of how to create an integrated
project and portfolio control and earned value
environment system with such tools is
extensive.

Our People
HMS places a high value on the expertise of
our personnel at all levels. The senior
management of HMS have been with the
company since the 1980s. Other key
personnel have worked with TimeControl in
different capacities for 10 to 15 years. It is not
unusual to see our staff sought after for
speaking engagements in project management
events around the world.

HMS Products and Services
TimeControl
HMS Software is the publisher of TimeControl®, a multi-purpose
timesheet system which is available around the world. TimeControl is
designed to service multiple requirements at the same time. It is a taskbased timesheet which can fulfill Project Management requirements
and a financially auditable timesheet which fulfills the needs of Finance
as well as Payroll, Human Resources and Government compliance
requirements simultaneously all from a single timesheet entry.
TimeControl includes both a web interface and a free Mobile App.

TimeControl Industrial
TimeControl Industrial was designed for the challenges of field data
collection in situations where labor, material, equipment and
production values must be collected and tracked from the field and
then shared with other internal systems such as Finance for payroll,
billing, job costing or contractor management, with project
management, estimating and other systems.
TimeControl Industrial improves project cost management, the billing
cycle and managing production values. TimeControl Industrial includes both a web interface and a
free Mobile App.

TimeControl Online
TimeControlOnline is a Timesheet as a Service system which lets
you start enjoying the benefits of TimeControl instantly without
having to purchase or configure servers, databases or having to
maintain, upgrade, monitor or service the system throughout its
lifetime. HMS Software's TimeControl technical staff take care of all
the background architecture, technology, security and maintenance
in our highly secure TimeControl.net environment.
Both TimeControl and TimeControl Industrial are available as a TimeControl Online subscription
You can subscribe to TimeControlOnline on a month-to-month basis or enjoy significant volume
discounts by contracting for a year at a time. When you activate your TimeControlOnline
subscription, HMS establishes a secure database of only your company's data which is isolated
from the data of any other subscriber. We pre-populate the system with the most common settings,
reports, filters and timesheet validation rules and turn it over to you for your immediate use.

HMS Software Projects
It’s really nice to be able to
find a time management
solution from an expert who not only knows how to
do it but delivers it with exceptional support behind it.
Stephen Nosek
Director
Global Corporate Systems, Pontoon

With TimeControl, our reports
are within mere minutes, and
we trust the information being
reported is accurate.
Chris Towne
Director of Finance, Entegrus

We have been very satisfied with
TimeControl and the level of support
provided by HMS Software. We highly
recommend it.
Denyse Laundry
Manager, Corporate Services
Otonabee Region Conservation Authority

HMS has provided great support
which has felt more like a partnership
than a help desk. I recommend
TimeControl to anyone who is needing a timesheet
system that has the flexibility and capability of linking
with project management software as well as
providing HR functionality.
Mark Simpson
Project Manager
RN Engineering INC

We have used TimeControl for
more than 20 years to capture
the efforts of our R&D team in
multiple sites and for other groups. It is my pleasure
to recommend TimeControl.
Andre Richard
Director of R&D
EXFO

